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Jessika Power vows to strip naked on Instagram, saying 'if you've got it, flaunt it'
28/03/2021 15:57 by admin

Married At First Sight Australia's Jessika Power has vowed to strip fully naked on Instagram - and says "if you've got it,
flaunt it."
 
 The reality TV star was trolled for always getting her kit off, but today said she wanted to go even further on social
media to show off her body.

 
 Jessika Power likes to strip off on social media
 
 
 "Why are you always naked on your Stories?" one follower asked.
 
 Hitting back, Jessika said: "If you've got it, flaunt it. Who cares. Have some fun! Stop, like, caring.
 
 "What the f**k is wrong with some people? Who cares what I wear.
 
 "You know what? I'm gonna be completely naked in the next snap video."
 
 
 
 The 29-year-old is body confident
 
 
 The 29-year-old shot to fame on MAFS Australia in 2018, which aired in the UK this year.
 
 She caused a stir with viewers after leaving her husband Mick Gould for one of the other grooms, Dan Webb.
 
 
 
 She was trolled for always getting her kit off
 
 
 This week she revealed she was left in tears after she was sent a string of messages from women claiming to have
hooked up with Dan during their relationship.
 
 Speaking to TalkRadio, she said: "I'm a really strong minded girl, I have really thick skin. I went into the show saying I'm
not going to matter about the opinions other than my family and my friends and I really stuck to that.
 
 "I didn't read the comments, I didn't read the messages or articles that came out.
 
 "I did really really suffer when Dan and I broke up because I wasn't only just getting hate from the Australian public
about being a cheater, I was then getting hate saying 'you deserve it'.
 
 "Then on top of that I was getting screenshot messages from girls where Dan sort of had a few indiscretions during our
relationship."
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